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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbreviation tion 
Length ______ l Dleter ________ ____ ___ ___ m foot (or mile) __ ___ ____ ft (or mi) 
Time ________ t second ______ ___ ________ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram __ ___ kg weil!ht of 1 pound _____ Ib 
Power _______ P h.orsepower (metric) ___ __ 
... --- ------
horse power __ _________ hp 
Speed ______ _ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph miles per hour _______ _ mph meters per second ____ __ _ mps feet per second _____ ___ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
W 
Mass=g-
Moment of inertia=mk2 • (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by propel' subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
II Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-~-s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm ; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/ma or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~ p V 2 
Lift, absolute coefficient Gc,= q~ 
Drag, absolute coefficient GD=~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient GDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient GDi=~S 
Pa.rasite drag, absolute coefficient GD p = ~S 
CroBs-wind force, absolute coefficient Gc= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
a 
E 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dimen-
JL 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 
mph, standard pressure at 15° C, the cone-
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the cone-
sponding Reynolds number is 6,865,000p 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
21633-52-1 
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PERFORMANCE OF NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR DESIGNED ON THE BASIS 
OF AIRFOIL THEORY 
By JOHN T . SINNETTE, Jr., OSCAR W. SCHEY, and J . AUSTIN KIN G 
SUMMARY 
The N ACA has conducted an investigation to determine the 
perjormance that can be obtained jrom a multistage axial-jlow 
compressor based on airjoil research. A theory was developed; 
an eight-stage axial-jlow compressor was designed, constructed, 
and tested. 
The design basis for each stage was a symmetrical velocity 
diagram and an axial component oj velocity constant with re pect 
to the radius. The rotor was sufficiently tapered to produce an 
increase in axial velocity jrom the inlet to the outlet oj the com-
pressor. The stator had a constant inside diameter oj 14 inches . 
A row oj entrance guide vanes reduced the relative velocity at th 
entrance oj the ./iTst row oj rotor' blades. The limiting condition 
used in the design oj the blades were a relative velocity oj 0.7 til, 
local velocity oj sound, a lift coefficient oj 0.7, and a solidity oj 
approximately 1.2. 
The perjormance oj the compressor was determined jor speeds 
jrom 5000 to 14,000 rpm with varying air flow at each peed. 
l\1.ost oj the tests were made with ome cooling oj the inlet air, 
but a jew were made with air at room temperature . The per-
jormance was determined in accordance with the Committee' 
recommended proceduTe jor testing superchargers. 
The N ACA eight-stage axial-jlow compressor without lagging 
gave an adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency oj 87 percent at a 
pressure ratio oj 3.42 and an inlet volume flow oj 129 cubic jeet 
per second. The expected perjormance was obtained, showing 
that a multistage compressor' oj high efficiency can be designe.d 
by the application oj airfoil theory. 
INTRODUCTIO N 
Interest in axial-flow compressor ba greatly increased 
since 1935 as a re ult of efforts to obtain compressor of high 
efficiency for application to combustion-gas turbine unit and 
aircraft-engine superchargers . In the combustion-gas tur-
bine, where a large excess quantity of air is compressed for 
cooling the products of combustion to a temperature allow-
able in the turbine, the efficiency of compre sion is of utmo t 
importance; in engine supercharging, the need for high effi-
ciency has steadily risen with the increasing demand for high-
altitude performance and the trend toward higher manifold 
pressures for increased power. 
The combustion-gas turbine unit, especially in its adapta-
tion to the jet-propulsion engine, requires a compressor of 
high flow capacity. For aircraft application, the over-all 
diameter of such units should be kept to a minimum because 
the drag on an airplane incrcases with the frontal area 
required for the power plant. The axial-flow compre SOl' , at 
present, is unexcelled in it capacity to deliver maximum ail' 
flow for a given over-all diameter ; the ultimate possible mass 
fiow is obtained when the inlet velocity equals the velocity 
of sound. 
Based on the original proposal of Burdin formulated as 
early as 1847, th fundamental principles of multistage axial-
flow compres ors and turbine were clearly pre ented by 
Tournaire in 1853 in a paper submitted to the French Aca-
demie des Sciences (reference I , pp . 14, 20). Stolze used an 
axial-flow compressor in a combu tion-gas turbine uni t 
designed about 1872 and tes ted between 1900 and 1904, but 
was unable to obtain useful work from the t urbine because 
of the inefficiency of the compressor (reference 1, pp . 23 and 
24, and reference 2). The Par on Co . of England built abo ut 
30 a),:ial-flow compres ors between 1900 and 1908, the larges t 
of which had a capacity of 50,000 cubic feet per minute, but 
finally abandoned this type of compres or because the effi-
ciencies obtained were not comparable with tho e of the 
centrifugal compressor introduced commercially in 190 
(references 2 and 3). 
R e earch on axial-flow compressors wa di cOUl'aged by 
these early un ucce ful attempt to obtain acceptable 
efficiencies. With the development of airfoil theory and it 
extension to airfoil cascades, the succe sful application of 
aerodynamic principles to propeller, windmill , fans, 
turbines, and pumps resulted in renewed effort to develop 
efficient axial-flow compressors. By 1938, a a result of 
exten ive theoretical and experimental re earch (references 
4 to 19), a number of designers had been able to obtain 
efficiencie of 75 to 5 percent wi th axial-flow fan (refer-
ence 4, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 20 to 24) . Because tb ese effi-
ciencies were appreciably higher than tho e obtained with 
centrifugal compres ors, the po sibilities of multistage 
axial-flow compre SOl'S appeared highly promising. An 
acco unt of a mul tistage axial-flow compressor with an 
efficiency comparable with that of the best centrifugal 
compressors wa published in 1935 (reference 25) in the 
description of a Velox s team generator. This compres or 
had an efficiency "of the order of 73 percent." Extensive 
investigations relating to axial-flow compressor have been 
made since that time (references 26 to 32). 
The ACA recognized that high-efficiency compressors 
could be designed by the application of aerodynamic prin-
ciples. In 1938 Eastman . J acob of the Aerodynamic 
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D ivi ion and Eugene W. Wa iclewski of the Power Plants 
Divi ion at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
began an inyestigation at Langley Field, Va., for the pur--
po e of determining the performance of an axial-flow com-
pressor based on the LUTCnt inFormation gained from 
extensiye research on airfoils. A Lheory was developed ancl 
applied to the de ign and co nstruction of an eight- tage 
compre or and preliminary to t were conducted . For the 
present report, the compresso r was tested over a range of 
speeds from 5000 Lo 14,000 rpm, and a range of air flow 
from full throttle to urge for each sp eel except the highest 
speeds at which the flow wa limited becaus of in ufficienL 
power. Heat-tran fer Le t were male wiLh and withouL 
laggina of Lhe compre or. 110 L of the tests were made 
with somc refrigeration of the inlet air, but a few were made 
at room tempera.ture. Thi inve tigation was conducted at 
the A A Langley labo ratory during 1941 and 1942 . 
The General ElecLric 00. gave valuable a i tance in 
maki.ng the tests, particularly in de igning and constructing 
the journal and thrust bearing that replaccd the original 
roller and ball bearing . 
THE ACA AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR 
ONSTRUCTIO 
The principal mechanical fea tures of the A A axial-flow 
compressor arc 110wn in figures 1 , 2, and 3. Th e compr s or 
es entially con i I, of a solid rotor enclosed in a ca ing of 
three secLions: th bellmouthed inlet, the cyl indrical tator, 
and the scroll collector. Each ecLion of the ca iog is divided 
along Lhe median horizontal plane to permit removal of the 
upper half as a unit (figs. 1, 2, and 3). The maxinlUm di-
ameter of the comprc sor at Lhe inlet is approximately 20 
inches and the ovcr-all length is approximately 42 inches. 
Oompression of the air i accompli hed by eight stages; 
each of the eight stage consists of a row of rotor bla Ie 
follo\ cd by a row of stator blades. A row of entrance 
guide vanes mounted in the taLor precedes the fir t row of 
rotor blades. 
The entire casing and the upport of the ompres or were 
cast from aluminum alloy. The front bearing housing and 
compre sor support wcre cast· integral with tbe inlet ection; 
the rear bearing hOll ing and upport were ca L intcgral with 
the collector section. The treamlined front bearing hou ing 
i supported by ix st.reamli11 e l struts thaI, arc drilled for 
the oil supply and drain. Th e stator wa machined to an 
inside diameter of 14 inches and ribbed for Liffness (fig. 1). 
Holes were accuraLcly machine l in the stator [or mounti.ng 
the entrance guide vane and the eigh t row of tator blade 
(tia. 3). The annular diffu er pa age in to Lhe scroll col-
lecLor, Lhe collecLor proper, and Lhe -inch tangential di -
charge opening make up the collecLor ectioJ1. The cro -
scctional area of the collector increa e until Lhe maximum 
area i reached at the di charge opening. 
In order Lo obtain maximum sLrength and high critical 
speeds, Lbe rotor and 1,11 bearin o' haIts were machined as a 
solid, integrallmit from a dmalwnin forging of high physical 
properties. The shape of the rotor and of the flow passages 
through Lhe com pre or are hown in figure ] and 2. The 
holc [0)' mounting tbe rotor blade wcrc precisely machined 
to make the blade ba es flush with the rotor surface at the 
de ign blade etting. 
Thc roLor \Va originally mountcd on "ultraprcci ion" ball 
and roller bearings; the radialloacl was carried by two roller 
bearing each on the front and on the rear; the thru t load 
wa carried by two ball bearing on the rear. The rear 
bearing repeatedly gave trouble at speed of 11,000 rpm 
or les from overheating caused, in part, by heat transferred 
from the discharge air to the bearing housing. After everal 
un ucce sful atteml)ts to cool the bearings and after two 
bearing failure, the en ti r bearing in tallation wa replaced 
by special journal and fixed-wedge thru t bearing, similar 
to steam-Lurbine bearing, designed and constru ted by the 
General Electric 00. Th journal bearing were elf-alining 
and had a system of circumferential and axial groove and 
an oil dam on the bearing Ul'face to control tbe oil film and 
prevent haft whirling (reference 33). The thru t bearing 
wa mounted on the rear end of the compressor. Hardened-
and ground-steel sleeves were pressed on the duralumin 
shafts to provide a good bearing surface. This bearing 
installation proved very satisfactory even at the maximum 
speed of 14,000 rpm used in the e te Ls. 
For botb bem'ina in tallation , the front and the rear 
bearings were lubricated through separate system ; suction 
on the oil drain was used to prevent oil from beina drawn 
into the air tream. ''\11en the ball and roller bearings were 
used, a drip ystem wa provided to upply sufficient oil for 
mist lubrication. For the journal- and thru t-bearing in-
stallation, a forced feed wa used with a differential pressure 
acro s tbe bearings of appro:;...irnately 30 pounds. About 1 
gallon of oil per minute flowed through the front journal 
bearing and about 14 aallon per minute flowed through tbe 
rear journal and thrust bearings. Pre ure cut-off witche 
were in taIled to top the dynamometers if the oil pressure 
dropped too low. 
The blade were made from forged 24S- T duralumin bar 
stock, which ba especially desirable physical properties at 
high temperatures. Each blade con i t of an airfoil ec-
tion, a ba e flush with the wall at the design blade setting, 
and a mounting hank. The stator blades were body-fitted 
in t.he tator holes and ecured with nu ts and lock wa her ; 
the rotor blades were Cl'ewed into the rotor and prevented 
from turning by the friction locks at the end of the hank 
(fig. 1) . This method of con truction and mounting permit 
changing the angle ettina of all blades within limits deter-
mined by the blade-tip clearance. Any adju tment, how-
ever, would cause sligh t irregularitie at the blade base, 
which are flush only at de ign settings. mall irregularitie 
at the tip and the bases of the blade can be corrected by 
scrapmg. 
The lUlLapered rotor and stator blades were de igned with 
the thickne s distribution of the AOA 0009-34 airfoil 
section (refel'ence 34) and with a maximum camber of 5.4 
percen t of the chord. Ins tead of using a standard airfoil 
section for the entrance guide vanes, the space between the 
vanes was considered to be a passage and the vanes were 
curved to aive the de i.red prerotation to the air. The 
coordinates of the blade and the vanes are given in table L 
I 
I 
I 
I~ 
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FIGURE I.-:\f A A eight-stage axial-fiow cornpr~ssor. 
• • 
FIGURE 2.-N ACA eight;..stage axial-fiow compressor with upper hall of casing remo"ed. F'GURE 3.-Lower hall of casing showing cntrance guide vanes. stator blades. and section of 
scroll collector. 
I 
j 
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T ABLE I.- SECTIO N COORDINATES OF ROTOR AND STATOR 
BLADES AND GUIDE VANES IN PE R ENTAGE OF CHORD 
(The rcference chord of the gu ide ,'ane is from t h center of cur vature of t he leading edge 
to the trailing edge: t he leadin g·edge radius is O.SO percent of th chord . The leading·ed ge 
radius of t he rotor and the stator blades is 0.22 percent or the chord .) 
Rotor and stator b lades Entrance guide va nes 
llpper surface Lower surface U pper· Lowcr-
Station sur face surfarc 
Sta tion Ordinate' Sta tion Ordinate ordinate ord inate 
0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 1. 05 -0.80 
1. 03 1. 23 I. 47 - .41 I. 94 2. 14 -. 45 
2.21 I. 96 2. 79 - .49 3. 94 3.34 . 00 
4. &4 3. 13 5.3& -.54 9.87 &. 33 J. 3n 
7. 10 4. II 7.90 -.52 16.79 9. 12 2.74 
9.58 4.94 10.42 -. 4; 23. 2 1 I. 31 3.99 
14.5 6.36 15. 42 -.3-3 30.79 12.90 4. 98 
19.61 7.45 20.39 -. 15 3 . 71 14.00 5.9 
29.73 8.95 30.27 .27 45. 74 14. 40 6. &3 
39. S 9.6 40. 12 .69 51. 72 14.30 7.03 
50.04 9.76 49.9& 1.02 57.75 13.70 7. 22 
00. 19 9. 23 59. I I. 26 &3. 78 12.S6 7.1 3 
70.30 8.05 &9. 70 I. 35 70.85 1 l. 46 6. &3 
SO. 3 6. 13 79.62 1. 20 76.78 9.97 5.93 
90.28 3.3 1 9.72 .56 82. I 7. 97 4.83 
95. 16 1.6 94 . 4 . IS . 79 5.6-1 3. 49 
100. 00 .09 100.00 -.09 94.97 2.74 1. 69 
100.00 0.00 0. 00 
The clearance between ad jacent rows of rotor blades varies 
from approximately % inch between the first two rows 
to approximately ~{6 inch between the last two row. The 
fillet at the root of t be blade were kept very mall to avoid 
disturbing the flow around the root of the blades; the fillet 
radiu on the small blades is 0.01 5 inch and on the large 
blade , 0.025 inch . The stationary blade-tip clearance i 
approximately 0.01 5 inch. The blades in the first rotor have 
a uniform twist of 11 W per inch and all other rotor blades have 
a uniform twist of 6Xo per inch . The stator blad es have a 
Or i f ice tonk 
Scale 
uniform twist of 5W per inch . The inlet guide vanes are 
not twisted . The number of blades in each row, the chord , 
t,he mean length, and the setting for all blade are O'lven lU 
table II. 
TABLE IL-COl\IPRESS OR BLADE DATA 
l .acation 
Number 
of 
blades 
Chord 
(i n.) 
A pprox i· 
mate 
mean 
lengtb 
(in .) 
Blade an gle I 
(d eg) 
At hu b A t cas· ing 
1------------------1·----1---- --------
E n trance guide vanes ........ _. 
First rotor ....... _ ............ .. 
First stator ...... _ ............ .. 
Second rotor . _ . _ ............ .. 
econd stator . _ ......... _ ... _ .. 
Third rotor .................... . 
Third stator ..... _ ............ .. 
Fourt b rotor. ................ .. 
Fourth s tatoL .. _ .......... _._. 
Fift h rotor. ..... _ ............ .. 
Fifth s tatOL _ ....... _ ........ .. 
Sixth rotor ...... _ ............ .. 
Sixth stator ......... __ ...... _._ 
eventh rotor ... _ .. __ ....... _ .. 
, eventh stator . . ............ .. 
E ighth rotor _ .. _ ............ .. 
Eighth stator. .. _ ............ .. 
35 
22 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
42 
43 
44 
45 
44 
45 
46 
<17 
4 
2.000 
1. 350 
1.350 
1. 350 
1. 350 
1. 350 
1. 350 
1. 350 
1. 013 
1. 013 
1. 013 
1.013 
1.013 
1. 013 
1.013 
I. 013 
1. 013 
27 
40 
42 
41 
42 
40 
41 
39 
39 
39 
40 
39 
38 
38 
36 
~6 
36 
27.0 
70. 
56.0 
54 . 7 
53. 1 
liO. 5 
49.6 
47.2 
45.6 
45.6 
45. 4 
44.1 
42.3 
42.1 
39.4 
'39. 3 
39. 0 
I All blade a n gles represent the anglc between the tangent to t he concave surface of t he 
b lade and the axis of tb e compressor . In the or igina l test t he blade a ngle was measured at 
t he base of t he blade; in the fin a l tes ts the blade angle was measured at the tip of b lades \)C. 
cause tbis method w ag more accurate. 
, Owing to an error in setting, the blade a nglc fo r the cighth rotor row in the fin a l tes ts was 
20 grrater than shown . 
THEORY Ot' OPERATION 
The p urpose of the entrance guide vanes is to reduce the 
velocity relative to the first row of rotor blades and to ap-
proach symmetry of velocity diagram in the rotor and the 
stator blade. This purpo e i accompli hed by imparting 
Counterbalance weight 
Ax ial -flow 
compressor 
fIGURE 4.-Setup of equipmen t for tests of 'l-,ial· f!ow compressor. 
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prerotation to the air entering the fir t rotor row; this pre-
rotation, incidentally, cause a drop in tatic pressure due 
to the increase in velocity . The fir t rotor row imparts 
additional rotation to the air; work i done on the air and 
the total pres ure is increa ed . The static pressure i also 
increased becau e the velocity r lative to the rotor ide · 
creased. The following tator row r du ce the whirl velocity, 
which r e ult in a further increa e in tatic pressure. Through-
out the compre or, the process i repea ted: the rotor row 
increa ing the absolute whirl velocity and the stator row 
decrea ing it . 
This proces i e senti ally the arne in the rotor and the 
tator blades; each row of blades act as a row of diffusers 
decrea ing the velocity relative to that row of blade and 
thereby increasing the pre sure. Becau e of tbi imilarity 
of function of the rotor and the stator blades, the condition 
for optimum performance should be e entially the arne for 
each; that is, for optimum tage performance, the velocity 
diagram for the rotor row and the tator row should be 
equivalen t . Thi equivalence i attain d by the u e of a 
symmetrical velocity diagram for a given tage in which the 
velocity diagram for th e rotor row i the mirror image of 
that for the stator row, and the mean whirl velocity i equal 
to half the rotor-blade velocity . 
Becau e of the effect of centrifugal and Corioli forces, 
true equivalence in the rotor and stator blades i impos ible. 
In the rotor blades, the pressure rise acro the blad es must 
be greater at the casing than at the hub in order to balance 
the greater centrifugal force caused by the increa e in whirl 
velocity following the rotor row; wherea , in the tator row, 
the reverse is true. The deviation from equivalence of the 
TABLE IlL- SUM 1ARY OF 0 TDITIO 
diagram at each radiu and an axial component of velocity 
that is con tant with re pect to the radiu but increa e along 
the axi from the inlet to the outlet end of the compres or. 
The increase in the axial componen t of velocity, u cd to 
obtain maximum pressure ratio per stage within the Mach 
number limitation impo ed at the blade tip , is obtained by 
tapering the rotor . The de ign theory, based on an unpub-
Ii hed report by Eugene W . Wa ielew lei, i developed in the 
appendix. 
APP ARATUS AND TEST PRO EDURE 
TESTS 
The current tandard procedure for te t ing superchargers 
wa used as far as practicable. The etup of the te t equip-
ment i shown in figure 4 . Because of necessary changes 
made in the etup during the te ts , the result reported are 
for two et of conditions which , for convenience, have been 
de ignated original and final te t and arc given for ea y 
r eference in table III. 
Original tests.- The compre SOl' was driven by a 300-
hoI' epower dynamometer interconnected with a cradled 
gearbox in ord r that the torqu e output might be r ead from 
a ingle scale. An adjustable counterbalance weight was 
mounted on the gearbox to obtain a center of gravity for 
the gearbox that would coincide with the compressor axis. 
The inlet air pa sed from an orifice tanlc through a valve 
into a depre sion tanlc approximately 4 feet in diameter and 
6 feet in length. Thi depre ion tank had a felt filter and 
honeycomb straightening vanes to in ure a smooth air flow 
free from foreign particle Becau e of the large cross-
e tional area of the tanl~, th velocity pres ure wa negli-
FOR ORIGIN AL A D FI AL TE T 
Condition __ ____ . ___ _____ . ___ . _ Or iginal tests __ _______________________ _____ . _______ . __ Final tests 
Bearings . __ . ___ . _______________ Ball and roller . __________ _________________________ . ___ JoufD aland fixed· wedge th rust 
Dynamometer __ ________ __ . __ __ 1 __ • ____________ _______________ __ ____ .• _______________ • 2 
Blades seL _____ . _____ .________ At hub __________ . __________________ __________ . _______ A t tip 
Inlet air _____ . ____ .______ _____ _ Room temperature _______ Cooled with small turbi ne Varying degrees o( cooling with larger turbine 
ni:~~ ~e~\~orripressor_~: ~:::: q~~~~~ ~ _ ~~(~~~~_n_~e_ .. -::: 2~~~~~1_ ~~~~~~~_~~~:.:~::: 2 ~~~~l! .~~~~r_~_~~~:::::: Is~~e~_~_e_~1 ~i~Jht~:Us(er 
Rotor Blade tip Rotor Speed __ ___ ____ ... _ . ________ _ . (rpm) «(t/see) (rpm) 
5000 305. 4 9,000 
6000 366. 5 10, 000 
7000 427.6 ll, OOO 
8000 4 .7 
9000 549. 
rotor and the stator blade increase a the ratio of hub to 
casing diameter decrea e . In the design of the ACA axial-
flow com pre or, only the pre ure balance acros a complete 
tage was considered (except for the initial guide vanes and 
fir t rotor row) and not acro individual rows of blades. 
ome deviations from the design flow mu t therefore be 
expected. 
The entrance guide vanes and the first row of rotor blade 
were designed to produce a whirl-velo ity di tribution ap-
proximately corresponding to a symmetrical velocity diagram 
at each radiu . The following rows of blade and the pas age 
shape were de igned on the basi of a ymmetrical velocity 
Blade tip Rotor Blade tip Botb the speed-parameter and (rt/sec) (rpm) «(t/sec) heat·trans(er tests were 
made Ilt a rotor speed o( 
approximately 11 ,000 rpm 
549. , 000 4 .7 or a blade-tip speed o( 
610. 9 10,000 610. 9 approximately 672 (eet per 
672.0 12,000 733. 0 second . 
13,000 794.1 
14.000 55. 2 
gible. The di charge ai.r from the ompre SOl' pa ed 
through a lagged eli charge duct 8 inche in diameter and 
10 diameter in length . The u e of a depres ion tank at the 
compre or inlet in tead of a traight duct 15 diameters in 
length, and a di harge duct of 10 diameters in length 
instead of 15 are the only changes from standard te t pro-
cedure. Th effect of the e change on the resul ts is be-
lieved to be negligible. T ts made with thi setup covered 
a range of rotor peed from 5000 to 9000 rpm and a range 
of air flows from wide-open throttle to near urge. Becau e 
the compre or had a violen t urge, no data were taken in 
the surge range. 
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At 9000 rpm, the discharge temperatures were becoming 
too high for the aluminum blades and the damaged bearings 
bad to be replaced. In order to reduce the temperature 
throughout the compre or, the inlet air was cooled by ex-
panding i t through the turbine of a turbosupercharger ; the 
supercharger served as a bra ke to regulate the peed of the 
turbine. Becau e the How range of the turbine wa limi ted, 
an inlet valve wa u ed to obtain low air flows and a bypass 
valve was used to obtain high flows. The depression tank 
was lagD"ed to reduce heat transfer to the cooled inlet air. 
Te ts made with thi setup covered a range of rotor peeds 
from 9000 to 11 ,000 rpm; at 11,000 rpm the ball and roller 
bearings failed . 
Final tests .- The ball and roll er bearings were rep lacer! 
by the special journal and thr ust bearings, a larger turbo-
supercharger was installed, four thermocouple were placed 
symmetrica lly arowld the compre sor inlet to cbeck the 
Inlet static p ressures 
I NSTR UMENTATION 
Locations of t he various measuring stations are shown in 
figUl'e 5. The ail' temperature at the orifice-tank inlet was 
measured with mercury-in-glass thermometers; all other 
temperatures were measured with thermocouples. The air 
and oi l temperatures were measured wi th copper-constantan 
thermocouples. The four thermocouples at the compressor 
inlot were symmetrically placed around the compressor axis; 
the two thermocouples after the last row of stator blade 
and the two thermocouples in the discharge duct were 
arranged d iametrically opposite. The cold junction of all 
thennocouple were placed in an ice bath to insure a con-
stant temperature at the cold j unction equal to that at willch 
the thermocouples were calibrated. The difference in 
poten tial between the hot and the cold i unction was m easured 
with a calibrated potentiometer. 
Static pressures after 
in let gUide vanes -----, 
DIscharge stallc and 
tatolpressures-------c 
DIscharge temperatur es _______ .Y 
r------Compressor inlet·O/r 
temperotures 
Toiol pressure~ ofier 
lost blade rtJw 
Tonk mlet-ot'r 
temperatures 
LHaneycomh stroi9hfening 
vone~ 
FIGURE 5.-Comprcssor SCLup showing lOCO-Lion of pressure and temperaLure measurin g stations . 
tank thermoco uples, the blades were re et by mea Ul'ing the 
angles at th" t ip . and another 300-hor epower dynamometer 
was addod to obta in more POIVOl'. Performan ce 'osts 'rere 
made over a range of speeds from 8000 to 14,000 rpm with 
the compressor and tbe croll unlaggecl. pecial speed-
parameter te ts were also made at 11 ,000 rpm with the 
compres or unlagged. In order to check: adiabatic tem-
perature-ri e efficiency against adiabatic shaft efficiencie , 
the compressor and the croll were lagged with felt 1 inch 
tillclc. Thermocouples and oil-weighing equipment were 
installed to measure the heat carried off by the oil. pecial 
speed-parameter and heat-transfer te ts were being mad e 
when the compressor blades failed at 11 ,000 rpm. 
All static and total pre ures, except the pressure drop 
across the thin-plate orifice, were measured with mercury 
manometers. Only static pressm es were mea ured in the 
depression tank because the velocity pre sure was negligible. 
Static pre sm e were taken at the compressor inlet, after 
the entrance guide vanes, and after each row of blades. Two 
total-pres ure tubes were placed at the exi t of the la t ro,v 
of blades to determine compre sol' efficiency without scroll 
lossos. 
The weight of air entering the compressor was determined 
with a thin-plate orifice. The pressure drop across the 
orifice was measured in millimeters of alcohol with an AOA 
micromanome tel'. 
I 
i 
~ 
I 
! 
- -----
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The de ired constant peed wa maintained with a speed 
strip and a strobo co pic tachometer operated on 60-cycle 
current. An electric tachometer was used only as a con-
venience in etting the peed at approximately the de ir d 
value. The speed was frequ ently checked with a counter 
and top watch. The power input to the compressor was 
determined from torqu e mea urements on a calibrated scale. 
The weight of oil flowing and th e temperature rise of the oil 
were measured for each bearing in order to obtain the heat 
10 s to the oil for the determination of the energy balan e of 
the com pre SOl' . 
PUECIS ION 
Two po ible ources of error may have appreciably 
affected the final re ults . W:ben inlet-air cooling was u ed, 
a large tempera,ture gradient wa obtained acro the depres-
sion tank in which the turbine-exi t air and the bypass air 
were inadequately mixed . Because the arithmetical average 
of the inlet temperatures was used, the true flow average" as 
probably not obtained. Calculations based on the highe t 
and the lowest inlet-temperature readings indicate that th e 
adiabatic temperatme-ri e efficiency could be in error as 
mu ch as 3 percent. After the com pre or-blade failure, a 
leak was di covered in the turbine inlet, which may have 
reduced the adiabatic shaft efficiency and the weight flow 
as much as 3 percent. 
The accuracy of all measurements estimated to be 
within the following limits: 
Temperatures, OF _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± O. 5 
Pressures, inche of mercury ______________________________ ± 0. 02 
Compre or speeds, percenL ______________________________ ± 0.5 
Air-weight flows, percent_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± O. 5 
Torq ue- cale reading , percen L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 2 
a 
B 
g 
L 
M 
Me 
n 
p 
P 
SYMBOLS 
local veloci ty of sOlIDd, feet per econd 
number of blades in row 
blade chord, feet 
specific heat at constant pressure 
pecific heat at constant volume 
lift coefficient based on mean relative velocity 
drag per unit blade length, pounds per foot 
rotor-blade tip diameter , feet 
resultant force on blades per unit blad length, 
pOlIDds per foot 
standard acceleration of gravity, 32.174 feet 
pel' second per second 
i en tropic increase in total enthalpy per unit rna s 
for given total-pre m e ratio , foot-pound per 
pOlIDd 
lift per lIDit blade length, pounds per foot 
local Mach number , Via 
compre SOl' Mach number, UI/a! 
rotor speed, rp 
ab olute pressm e, pound per square foot 
power per lll1it blade I ngth , foot-polIDds per econd 
per foot 
pres ure coefficient, gHad/U/ 
volume rate of flow, cubic f et per second 
load coefficient 
21 633-52- 2 
Q, /nD I3 quantity coeffLcienL 
r radiu to blade elemen t, feet 
blade spacing, 27T"r /B, feet 
T total temperature, OR 
u ratio of rotor-blade-element velocity to axial com-
ponent of air velocity, U/Va 
U velocity of rotor-blade element (271'7'71) at radius r, 
feet per second 
V air velocity, feet per second 
w ratio of relative whirl component of ail' velocity to 
axial component 
t::..w ratio of increa e in relative whirl component across 
blade row to axial componen t of air velocity 
(normally negative) 
{3 angle between compressor axi and air velocity, 
degrees 
'Y adiabatic exponent, cvl c. 
r circulation around blade, square feet per econd 
r loss ratio, PL,T/PI 
Ti blade-elemen t efflciency for stage 
TiT adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency 
Ti s adiabatic haft efficiency 
() ratio of inlet-air total temperature to NACA 
tandard ea-Ievel temperatme (51 .6°R ) 
p ma density of air, slug per cubic foot 
(J blade-elemen t solidity, cB/27T"r 
SUBSCRIPTS: 
1 condition at com pre or inlet (l a, 1 b, 1c in depression 
tank; 1d, Ie, If, 19 ju t ahead of entrance guide vanes) 
2 condition ju t after Ia t row of stator blade 
3 conditions in di charge duct from compres or 
a axial component 
c compre or 
h at hub 
id ideal 
I input 
L 10 s (except CL ) 
m relative to mean of inlet and exit. velocities for row of 
blades 
R rotor 
Stator 
8 tatic (except Ti s) 
t at rotor blade tip or ca ing 
T total (except Ti T) 
u useful 
() tangential direction 
RESULTS AND DlSCUSSIO 
All of the performance te t of the axial-flow compre sor 
except a few sp cial speed-parameter and heat-tran fer tests 
were made with rotor speed as the parameter, in accord 
with general supercharger practice of 1940. The perform-
ance cmves plotted on that basis, however, are accurate only 
for the particular inlet-air temperature used in the tests . 
The performance data were later replotted on a nondimen-
sional basis to permit evaluation of performance at any 
desired temperature. 
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Tests of the compressor were made a t speed from 5000 
to 14,000 rpm at increments of 1000 rpm. The adiaba tic 
temperature-ri e effi ciency of the compressor in creased from 
66 percent at 5000 rpm to 87 percen t at 14,000 rpm, an 
average increa e of more than 2 points for each 1000-rpm 
increase in speed (fig. 6) . At an inlet-air temperature of 45° 
F and an inlet volume flow of 129 .3 cubic feet per second, 
which resul t in a compre SOl' M ach number of 0.77 , a peak 
adiabatic temperature-r ise effi ciency of 87 percent and an 
over-all pressure ratio of 3.42 were obtain ed, showing that 
high-efficiency multistage axial-flow compressors can be 
designed by the application of airfoil theory. 
P E RFO RMAN CE TESTS WITH ROTOR SPEED AS PARAMETER 
Because the original tes ts were at low speeds and the final 
tests were at high speed wi th an overlapping range, the 
effect of changes in test condi tions on performance can be 
determined from the overlapping range. 
Comparison of original and final tests.- The difference in 
performance between the original and the final tes ts is shown 
in fig ure 6. Tili difference may have been caused by changes 
in blade etting, cooling of the inlet air, or bearings. (ee 
table III .) The original te t were made at speed from 
Rotor speed rpm Rotor speed. rpm 
5.000 8.000 
80 80 
~ f-o-~ 
\ 
0..0-
'" \ 60 60 
\ 
1\ 40 
\ 20 I 
30 40 50 20 30 40 50 
9,000 
100 
10.000 
-1<:;;: ~., f-r -' 
-
~, 
f\ 
"\ 80 
'q\ 
60 ~ 
40 
60 70 80 60 70 80 90 
100 
13.000 
100 
14.000 
, .. - . --<;> 
"n.l:l 
. 0' 
.. -
-<1-. 
r-u." 80 80 
q 
60 11 0 120 130 80 130 140 ISO 
5000 to 11 ,000 rpm and the final tests from 8000 to 14,000 
rpm, with a re ultan t overlapping range from 000 t o 
11 ,000 rpm. This overlapping range, wbich makes possible 
the compari On of the low-speed and the high-speed tes t , 
shows that the effect of changes in test condi tion was mall. 
The blade setting in the fi nal test gave a sligh t increase in 
efficiency bu t gave a smaller air flow than the original blade 
setting, as hown by the tests at 10,000 and 11 ,000 rpm. 
The blade setting plus the effect of cooling in the final tes t 
gave a greater increase in efficiency than did blade setting 
alone, as indicated by the te ts at 000 rpm. At 8000 rpm 
also, the effect of cooling on flow counteracted the effect of 
blade etting with the resul t t hat the volume flow was the 
ame for both the original and the final tests . The different 
bea.rings in the original and fi nal tes t may have had a ligh t 
effect on adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency because in the 
original tests, the heat generated in the front roller bea.ring 
was transferred to the comp l"8sso r air, wherea in the final 
te ts, par t of the heat generated in the front journal bearing 
was carried off by the lubricating oil. Calculations indicated 
that changing the rear bearings should have a negligible 
effect on the compressor performance because of the long 
beat-transfer pa th involved. Because this difference between 
80 
60 
40 
20 
3D 
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80 [Y' 
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40 
Rotor s p eed rpm 
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rY ~ ~ 
\ 
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FIGURE 6.-Etrect of volume flow and rotor speed on adiabatic temperature risc efficiency. Compressor un lagged. 
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the original nnd the final re ult i 0 mall as to be almo t 
within the experimental error, the te t at low speed can be 
compared with those at high peed with a fair degree of 
accuracy. 
Performance at different rotor speeds .- Inasmuch a the 
compre sor was designed on a .fach number ba is, the design 
rotor speed lepends upon the inlet-ail' temperatUl'e; that i , 
the design speed is 16,000 rpm at - 67° F , and 1 ,400 rpm at 
59° F. B ecause of the large efficiency variation with speed, 
the choice of a parameter to represent the peed i e pecially 
important. Dimensional analysis shows that compres or per-
forman ce doe not depend upon rotor peed alone but is a 
function of dimensionle variables, such as the compres or 
Mach number Udat where Ut i the rotor blade-tip velocity 
and at is the velocity of sound at the inlet to the compressor. 
In figure 7 the peak adiabatic temperature-ri e efficiency 
is plotted a a function of th compressor Mach number. 
Becau e of the slight differences in blade settings, eparate 
curves are drawn through the point obtained in the original 
and the final te t. T he points in the final tests fit the 
traight line quite well, but tho e of the original te t how 
an appr ciable catter from the linear relation. The final 
high- peed te t have slightly higher efficiency than the 
original low-speed tests in the overlapping range (fig. 6); 
this difference appears to increase with speed and may 
amount to 4 point at ma}"'lmum test speed. (See fig. 7.) 
The li.near relation cannot, of coul' e, hold at high values of 
Ut/at owing to compres ion shock los es encountered when 
the relative air velocity at any point exceeds the local velocity 
of ound. Because the local Mach number i a function of 
the compres or hch number and the load coefficient Qdn, 
the peak effi iency must reach a maximum at a value of 
Ut/at probably greater than values herein reported. A 
leveling-off of the efficiency curve at the highest volume flow 
is indicated in figure 7 but, becau e of the limited number of 
test points at 14,000 rpm, definite conclu ions are un-
warranted. 
The increase in efficiency with speed wa expected because 
the flow di tribution appro ache the design distribution a 
100 
60 
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FIGURE 7.-Rclationship between peak adiabatic tempcratur~rise efficiency and ratio of tip 
speed to inlet velocity of sound . Compressor unlagged. 
the speed increase. At low rotor speed when the axial 
component of velocity i correct at the middle of the com-
pressor, the velocity will be too low at the inlet with re ul tant 
high angles of attack accompanied by large losse and will 
be too high at the outlet with re ultant small angle of at-
tack and too little work from the last rotor blades. Losses 
in the scroll will also be high becau e of the high outlet 
velocity. Efficiencie at low peed could have been im-
proved by u ing different blade etting for each peed, but 
uch inve tigations would have required con iderable time. 
Becau e the te ts were planned for performance at de~ign 
conditions, the blade settings were not altered to give 
maximum performance at different speeds but were set for 
the design speed throughout the test . 
Compressor efficiencies based on total-pressure measure-
ments at exit of last stator row.- In order to inve tigate 
compressor efficiencies without including losses in the croll 
collector, provi ion wa made for taking total-pres ure sur-
veys behind the last row of stator blades. Because of the 
urgency for data on over-all performance, these surveys were 
to be made after the regular performance te t had been 
completed; owing to blade failure, these urvey were never 
carried out. In the cour e of taking other data, however, 
reading were taken on two total-pressure tubes adjusted in 
the center of the tream to give maximum-pre ure reading. 
The adiabatic efficiencies based on the average of these two 
readings are shown in figure 8; the over-all efficiencies of the 
com pres or-scroll combination are shown for compari on. 
ompressor efficiencie ba ed on these two total-pressure 
readings will be omewhat higher than efficiencies based on 
passage surveys; the difference will vary with Qt , owing to 
variation in velocity pre ure and velocity distribution . 
The re ults mu t therefore be con idered approximate. 
The greatly increased pread between the over-all efficiency 
of the com pre 01'- croll combination and the efficiency of the 
compre SOl' proper at the higher value of Ql i caused by 
the large increase in kinetic energy of the air entering 
the scroll. Becau e the tatic-pressure ratio a 1'0 s the 
com pre or proper ( tatic pre ure at divided by tank 
pre sure) drop con iderably with a small increa e in Qt ( ee 
fig. 9), the outlet velocity mu t increase much more rapidly 
than Qt, which re ult in a large increase in crollio e for 
a mall increa e in Q\. The outlet velocity may approach 
the velocity of ound at the higher compressor speeds with 
wide-open throttle. The local Mach number at the com-
pre SOl' outlet can be calculated from the formula 
M=~= . 1_2 [(PT)'Y~t_1] 
a V ,),-1 P. 
The total and the tatic pressures can be obtained from the 
curves of figure 9 at location 
The udden drop in efficiency at wide-open throttle with 
a Qt of 114.6 cubic feet per econd and at a rotor speed 
of 12,000 rpm can be explained by compre ion shock losses 
over the la t stator blade ; the Mach number following 
the e blade was 0.93. The sudden drop in efficiency 
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with increa e in Ql did not occur at other peed because 
the exit volocitie were well below onic value". At lower 
compressor speed , losse were sufficient even at wide-open 
throttle to keep velocitie well below onic value ; becau e 
of power limitations, test at higher speeds were not run at 
wide-open throttle where ornc velocities would be en-
countered. 
Pressure distribution through the compressor.- The pres-
sure distribution th.rough the compressor i shown in figure 9. 
In addition to the static pressures, total pressure taken at 
the exit of the last tator blade (location ) and in the 
di charge duct are hown. 
The pre sure ri e toward the outlet end of the compre or 
i markcdly sensitive to change in Ql , actually bccoming 
negative for large values of Qr. The much larger change in 
PI' sure 1'i e at the dischargc than at the inlet i cau ed by 
compre ibility effect. A small increase in QI produce a 
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mall increase in the axial component of velocity at the inlet 
and a decrca e in the angle of attack. The malleI' angle of 
attack r esults in a malleI' density ra tio and, becau e of con-
tinuity, produce a omewhat greater increase in the axial 
omponcnt of velo ity behind th row of blade than ahead 
of the row. Th effect may be quite mall in the first few 
rows of blad and actually masked by other effects, uch as 
a change in velocity di tribution in the radial direction, but 
the cumulativ cffect over a number of stage may become so 
large tha t in the last s tage negative angle of attack 1'e ult 
on both rotor and stator blade. The la t stage then acts as 
a turbine recovering part of the energy put in by tho pre-
ceding tage. 
ORRELATION O~- VAUYING I LET-AIR-TEMP E RA TU RE DATA BY USE OF 
[)IFFE RENT SPEED PARAMETERS 
The large variation of adiabatic efficiency with compressor 
pood, the wide range of inlet-air temperatures u ed, and 
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certain peculiarities of the performance curve when rotor 
peed was u ed as a parameter (note bape of curve for 12,000 
rpm at high volume flow, fig . 6 and 8) made the inve ti-
gaLion of the effect of inlet-air temperature with different 
speed parameter imperative. 
Constant rotor speed.- Te ts were run at a co n tant rotor 
p ed of 11,000 rpm and at two ets of inlet-air temperature 
to inve tigate the effect of inlet-air temperature on the hape 
of performance curve. tar ting with the turbine-inlet and 
the bypas throttle wide open, the maximum amount of 
cooling for the desired range of flows was obtained by first 
clo ing the bypas throttl and then closing the turbine-inlet 
throttle until the urge poin t wa reached. The te t were 
repeated to obtain the maximum temperature by first clo ing 
th turbine-inlet throttle and then the bypass throttle. 
The results of the e te tare bown in figure 10. The 
marked difference between the two sets of curves indicate 
that the compres or performance based on rotor speed as a 
parameter depend to an appreciable extent on the inlet-air 
temperatur . Although the temperature could be con idered 
an additional variable, in repre enting re ults the number of 
independent variable hould be kept as small a po sible. 
Dimensional analy i is of value in determining the minimum 
number of independent variable once the es ential factor of 
th problem are known. (For a discussion of the methods of 
dimen ional analysis a applied to air compressors see refer-
nce 35.) 
Constant ratio of tip speed to velocity of sound.- If the 
effect of viscosity, heat transfer, deformation of com pre SOl', 
and variation of specific heat are neglected, dimensional anal-
y is how that the performance of any et of geometrically 
similar com pre ors should depend on two dimensionle s 
variables, which may be taken as QdnD? and U,/a, where 
D , is the diameter of the rotor blade tip and a i either the 
velocity of sound at the inlet al or at the di charge aa. When 
only one compressor i con idered, D , may be omitted be-
cause it remains constant. The quantity coefficient Ql/nD,3 
i thus replaced by the load coefficient Ql /n. 
In order to determine whether two independent variable 
are sufficient for repre entinO" the performance of the axial-
flow compres or, the te t with two sets of inlet-air tempera-
tures were repeated, first with U,/a, and later with U,/a3 
held con tanto The re ults are hown in figure 11. Check 
run were made for both high and low inlet temperatures 
with U,/al constant ; the e run explain the two sets of high-
and low-temperature curve in figure 11 (a). The quantitie 
plotted in figure 11 differ from those in figure 10 to conform 
to dimensional con iderations; the actual pre ure ratio 
replaces the pres ure ratio corrected to 60° F , and the di-
mensionless pressure coefficient 
replaces the dimensional quantity Had. 
The effect of inlet-air temperature on compre or per-
formance was much les than when the rotor speed wa held 
constant. A slight difference in performance, however , 
till exi ted for the two set of inlet-air temperatures even 
when the compre or Mach number was held constant, 
indicating that factor other tban those con idered in the 
simplified analysi had an effect on the performance. The 
R eynold number effect afford the most rea onable explana-
tion of the differenc ; the higher Reynolds number give the 
higher efficiency, which is in accord with te t re ul ts on air-
foil. The change of 2 point in the compre or efficiency 
for only a 25-percent change in Reynold number may be 
attributed to a crit ical R eynolds number effect found to 
occur on airfoils at approximately the R eynold number 
encountered in the compre or tests. (ee refer nce 36.) 
Other po ible explanations were con ider-ed bu t were found 
to be inadequate to account for the re ul t . Direct heat-
transfer effect hould produce a change in the opposite 
direction. Water condensation wa eliminated as an ex-
planation becau e all the tests were run at temperature 
above tbe dew point at the inlet to the com pres or. 
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R E PLOTTING OF ALL COMPRESSO R T ESTS ON T H E BA IS OF M AC H 
N MB E R 
Because the compres or Mach number wa hown to offer 
a more accurate basi for performance repre entation than 
com pre or speed, all th te t result were replotted on the 
ba i of Mach number (fig . 12). Instead of u in!! the load 
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FIGURE 12.- Relationship of rotor speed, adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency, volu me flow, 
and pressure ratio corrected to inlet-air temperature of 59° F. Compressor un1agged. 
coefficient a ab cissa and the compres or Mach number as 
a parameter (fig. 11), a method of representation propo ed 
by Lt. Comdr. William Bollay in an unpublished report 
from the Bureau of Aeronautics, avy Department, has 
been used . The total-pressure ratio is plotted as ordinate 
and Qd 8 as ab cissa with U,f T as a parameter, where 8 
is the temperature ratio TI /5 18.6. As the over-all perform-
ance tests on the compressor wer not run with Uti -0 
a a parameter, it was nece sary to interpolate from test 
points to obtain both the U,f 8 and the TJT contours. 
The purpose of this method of representation i to give 
the performance directly in terms of the blade tip peed 
and the inlet volume flow at a standard inlet-air temperature 
of 59 0 F ; the method at the same time pm·mi t ready 
calculation of the corresponding tip peed and inlet volume 
flow at any other inlet-air temperature by multiplying the 
parameter Uti 8 or the absci a QJ~8, re pectively, by 
the value of ..JT for the desired temperature. The term 
Uti Tis, of course, directly proportional to the compressor 
Mach number. For reference, the values of the compre sor 
Mach number corresponding to the values of Uti T shown 
in figure 12 are gi ven in the following tahle. 
V,/..jo V,/a, V,/..j8 U,/a, u,/ 8 U,/a, w..jil U,/a, 
300 0.268 450 0.4033 coo 0.5377 750 0.6721 
350 .3136 500 .44 I 650 .5 25 800 .1169 
400 .3585 550 .4929 700 .6273 50 .7617 
Although this representation include the Mach number 
effect on performance, it doe not include effect due to 
Reynold number, heat tran fer , etc., and therefor hould 
not be expected to apply accurately to test condition differ-
ing widely from those u ed in the performance test . 
HEAT TR ANSFER AND SHAFT EFFICIE eIE 
Although adiabatic efficiencie based on temperature-rise 
ratio are commonly used for rating supercharger , these 
efficiencies howd, when possible, be checked again t adia-
batic haft efficiencies based on measw·ements of power input 
and bearing 10 se. Adiabatic haft efficiencie ba d on a 
haft power defined as power inpu t to compres or minus 
power los in bearings should agree with the adiabatic 
efficiencie ba ed on temperature-ri e ratio, provided that 
the net heat loss from the compre sor air is negligible. 
Comparison of adiabatic temperature-rise, corrected shaft , 
and uncorrected shaft effieiencies.- Only a few run had 
been made to compare the adiabatic temperature-ri e and 
the haft efficiencie corrected and uncorrected for bearing 
los and to eliminate the source of discrepancy when the 
te t program wa terminated by blade failure. Figure 13 
pre ents re ult obtained at a compr ssor Mach number of 
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0.6. The difference between the adiabatic temperature-ri e 
efficiency and th corrected adiabatic haft effici ency ranges 
from 1.3 to 4.2 points. 
Figure 14 show the variation of these effici encies with 
time for constan t rotor speed and air flow. The curves 
shown were ba ed on the temperatme mea lll"ed by the four 
Lhermocouples at the compres [" inlet and three thermo-
couples in the depre sion tank. The thermocouples at both 
locations were recalibrated after the compre or-blade failure 
an d were found Lo be accmate. The difference between th e 
curves ba.sed on the two ets of inlet-air temperatul'Cs wa 
perh aps call ed by failure to obtain a true £low-average 
tempera ture a t either cros ection because of the large varia-
Lion in temperature acro s the section. Radiation from. the 
ll ot rotor and th e bearing upports may- have affected th e 
read ing at Lh e compre SOl' inlet . 
The data of figure 13 show a varying di crcpan cy beLween 
Lhe adia baLic shaft efficiency and the adiabatic temperatur-
ri e efficiency. The large differences in readings for the inlet 
Lhermoco uples indicate an appreciable probable error for the 
inlet-air temperature, which was ba ed on an arithmetical 
average. Thi elTor could make the adiabatic temperatme-
rise efficiency too high. A mall leak di covered in the tur-
bine after the completion of the te t , however , may have 
made the weight flow and the adiabatic shaft efficiencie too 
low. The e ources of error probably account for the ob-
served di crepancy. 
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Effect of lagging on adiabatic temperature -rise efficiency.-
The effect of lagging on the adiabatic temperature-rise 
effici ncy can be determined from tbe heat-transfer test 
wi th the compre SOl' lagged with I-inch fel t and the previous 
te ts with the compre or unlagged. Figure 13 shows the 
adiabatic temperature-ri efficiency with lagging on the 
eompre sor at a compre sor Mach number of 0.6. The peak 
adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency i redu ced about 1 per-
cent by laggino- a t thi peed and would probably be r educed 
lightly more at higher compressor speeds. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
P erformance tes ts of the I AOA axial-flow compres or at 
val'ying speed gave the following results: 
1. The adiabatic tempera ture-rise efficiency with th e 
compre SOl' unlao-ged increased with Lhe compl'e or peed 
fl'om a peak valu e of 66 percent at 5000 rpm to 7 percent 
at 14,000 rpm and wa still increa ino- lightly with peed aL 
14,000 rpm . 
2. A pressure ratio of 3.42 wa obtained at a ro tor peed 
of 14,000 rpm at the point of maximum efficiency . At thi 
point the inlet volume flow was 129 cubic [ et pel' second 
and the compressor N[ach number wa 0.776. 
3. T e ts at a ro tor speed of approximately 11 ,000 rpm 
(compl'e SOl' Mach number of 0.6) howed tha t lagging the 
entire compressor reduced the adiabatic Lemperature-ri e 
efficiency by only about 1 point. 
4. The adiabatic haft e[-ficiency corrected for heat los e 
to the lubricating oil and mea m ed on the lagged compr -
sor at a compre or Mach number of 0.6 was from 1 to 4 
point lower than the adiabatic temperature-rise efficiency. 
Possible source of errol' existed in both efficiency measure-
ments. 
5. peed-parameter test made over a range of inlet-ail' 
tempera ture showed that th e use of compl'e or Mach 
number a a parameter gave much better agreement of 
resul t at different tempera tures than the conventional u e 
of rotor speed a a parameter. 
CO CLUSIO 
~'{ial-flow compressor of high effi ciency can be de igned 
by the proper application of airfoil theory. 
A IRCRAFT ENGI E R E SE ARCH LABORAT ORY, 
A'l' IO AL ADVISORY OOMMITTE E FOR A E RO AU'l'ICS, 
O LEVELAN D, OHIO, A ugust 1, 1944. 
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APPENDIX 
DESIGN THEORY 
EFFICIENCY OF RADIAL E LEME NT OF SINGLE STAGE OF COMPR ESSO R 
A typical stage of an axial-flow compressor consists of a 
row of rotating blades that increases thc absolute whirl of 
the air and a row of stationary blades that decreases the 
absolute whirl. For the design th~ory of a single stage, the 
flow is assumed to be incompressible and to follow along 
cylindrical surfaces. Effect of radial flow components are 
therefore neglected. hear forces along the cylindrical sur-
face and circumferential variation in velocity and pre ure 
are also neglected. On the ba is of these assumptions, the 
flow in the annular space between the cylindrical surfaces 
at radii rand r + dr may be considered as equivalent to the 
incompre sible flow through an infinite two-dimensional 
cascade obtained by developing the cylindrical section at 
radius r. Figure 15 (a) shows the developed view at radiu r 
of such a stage. 
Figure 15 (b) show the velocity diagram for the stage of 
figure 15 (a) with the corresponding station indicated by 
the subscripts 1, 2, and 3. Quantities taken with the rotor 
blades as reference frame arc indicated by the sub cript R 
and with the stator blades as reference ham by the sub-
script S. When a single row of blade is being considered, a 
reference frame with respect to the e blades is understood 
Station 
ROfolmq row 
Sio/Jonorl.;' rOHl 
(a) 
V"R 
Po/allon -------l .. _ 
Blode onqle 
~Spocmq 21rr:_ 
B 
(a) Development of cylindrical section of single stage. 
(b) Velocity diagram [or single stage. 
FIGURE 15.-Velocity through cylindrical scction o[ ~inglc stage of compressor. 
3 
and the subscripts R or S are omitted. The vector mean of 
the inlet and outlet velocities for a row of blades VmCfig. 15 (b)) 
is for brevity referred to a the mean velocity. Certain 
velocity ratios used in the theory are defined as follows: 
u is the rotor-blade-element velocity divided by the axial 
component of air velocity; w, the relative whirl component 
of air velocity divided by the axial component; and - llw, the 
dec rea e in relative whirl component of air velocity through 
the row of blades divided by the axial component. 
In order to apply tbe principles of airfoil theory to a 
ea cade of blades, it is nece sary to generalize the concep ts 
of lift and drag used for isolated airfoils. It can be hown 
(reference 16, pp. 4 and 5) that, for frictionles incompre ible 
flow with constant axial velocity, the "esul tant force acting 
Oil a blade of a two-dimensional cascade is normal to the 
mean velocity V m, and, per unit span, is given by 
J:, = pVmr 
This equation is identical with the one given by the Kutta-
Joukow ki thcal'em for an i olated airfoil with the mean 
relative velocity Vm ub tituted for the free-stream velocity. 
Becau e of the close analogy to i olated ai.rfoil theory, this 
force is called the lift. For vi cous fluids, as in the case of 
isolated airfoils, there is also a component of force parallel 
to the mean velocity, which is called the drag. The resultant 
force i no longer normal to the mean velocity, but the 
component of the resultan t force normal to the mean velocity 
is till called the lift although it will differ from the lift for 
frictionles flow with the same velocity diagram. 
The aerodynamic forces, per unit blade length, acting on a 
blade lement arc shown in figw'e 16 in which L is the lift; 
D, the drag; F, the resultant force; Fa, the axial component 
of the. resultant force; Fe, the component of the re ultant 
force in the tangential direction; and f3m , the angle between 
the compre or a>-.is and the mean air velocity. Considem-
tion of momentum relations permits the determination of 
the power input and the power los e and hence the efficiency. 
The momentum equation in the tangential direction gives 
Fe= (pSVa) (- VaLlW) 
=pSVa2( -llw) (1) 
which applie equally well to frictional and frictionless flow . 
Tbi correlu ion, however, depends on the assumption that 
the hear force along the cylindrical surfaces are negligi ble 
and will obviou ly not be valid in th boundary-layer region 
ncar the hub and casing. Where these shear force are 
appreciable it is not possible to treat the blade elements as 
independent. It appears, however, that tbe e shear forces 
can be neglected except near the annular-passage wall where 
the pre ent theory dOBS not apply. The power input of the 
row of Bll rotor blades per unit blade length i given by 
15 
-
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The power loss in a row of blades may be obtained by 
considering the momentum equation in the direction of Vm 
The effect of drag is a 10 s in pres ure rise. Th e power 10 s 
in the annulus per unit blade length is given by 
(4) 
where D.P ta is the idea.l preSSUl'e rise for frictionle s flow, 
6.p the actual pressure rise, and V mBS cos {3 the volume rate 
of fl ow in the elemen tary annulus per unit blade length . 
F rom equations (3) and (4) it is eviden t that th e power los 
fo r the blades of the annulus per uni t blade length i given by 
This power los may be e:x.'})re sed in terms of the drag-lift 
ratio D/L and tangential component of th e resultant force 
Fe as follows : 
and, from figure 16 
L = (Fe- D sin (3 m) ~f3 
cos m 
Fe ~ (D) {3 
= cos {3 m -L L tan m 
or by solving for L 
L - Fe _ 
- cos 13m [ 1 +(~) tan 13 m] 
~\ . 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I 
I / / 
,/ 
,/ 
(5) 
(6) 
From equations (5) and (6) 
(7) 
This equation applies to either rotor or stator blades when 
the value of the variable appropria te to the par ticular blade 
row are used . The total power loss for a stage is therefore 
given by 
(8) 
cos 
The loss ratio r, which is equal to 1 - 17 where 17 i the blacle-
element efficiency of the stage, is obtained by dividing the 
total power loss by the power input a given by equation (2). 
The qu ant,ity Fe.sBs may be elimina ted by the rela tion 
F e.sBs 6.ws 
Fe.nBn = D.WR (9) 
which is obtained by multiplying equa tion (1) by Band 
noting that B equal to 2'll'T is the ame for the rotor and 
ta tor blades. If equation ( ) is divided by equa tion (2) and 
Fe.sBs is eliminated by equation (9) with the a umption 
that D.WR equals D.Ws as is u ually the ca e for de ign condi-
tions, the loss ratio is obtained 
FIGURE 16.-AerodYDamic forces acting on blade element. 
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This relation can be conveniently expressed in terms of the 
velocity ratios u and Wm (fig. 15 (b» by noting that 
1 
cos f3 m= 1+ 2 W". 
Thus 
(11) 
The value of D/L is of the order of 0.05 and for the normal 
values of Wm, the term (D/L)nwm . nand (D/L )swm.s in the 
denominators can be neglected without appreciable error. 
Although D/L will, in general, slightly vary with f3m, this 
variation will depend upon many factor such as solidity, 
blade section, lift coefficient, etc. Inasmuch as no general 
relation is known for this variation, D/L will be assumed 
constant and the arne for the rotor and stator blades. 
With these approximations and with U-Wm.S ubstituted 
for Wm.R, equation (11) becomes 
(12) 
The Illilllmwn value of ~ IS obtained by differentiating 
equation (12) with respect to u and Wm.s and setting the 
derivatives equal to zero, 
(13) 
(14) 
From the e equations are obtained 
(15) 
and 
u=2 (16) 
The condition wm .s=u/2 shows that the minimum losses 
are obtained with a symmetrical velocity diagram. For a 
symmetrical velocity diagram 
(17) 
1 
\ 
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FIGURE 17.- Bladc-profilc losses in single stage Cor symmetrical velocity diagram. 
Figure 17 shows ~ I~ plotted against u. Good efficiencies are 
obviously attainable with a symmetrical veloci ty diagram 
over a fairly wide range of values of u. When u=2 
(1 ) 
Near the point of maximum efficiency, thc effect of neglecting 
the terms (D/L )n Wm. Rand (D/L )s Wm. s is small ; for D/L = 
0.05 the error in 5 is about 5 percent carre ponding to an 
error in'TJ of about 0.5 percent. If these terms are included, 
however, the value of ufoI' minimwn los es will be slightly 
increa ed. For high solidities a slight shift in the opposite 
direction in the value of u for minimum losses may resul t 
from the increa e in the value of D/L with f3m that i indicated 
by the cascade tests of himoyama (reference 18). 
Inasmuch as all the useful energy put into the air goes into 
a n e in pre sure, the useful power pCI' unit blade length 
is, for mall pre sure changes, given by 
and therefore 
Pu = 'TJP27rT V a3u ( - !1w) 
= 27rTVa!1p 
!1p=17P V/u( - !1w) 
is the pressw'e ri e in a single stage. 
DESIGN OF SINGLE STAGE OF COMPRESSOR 
(19) 
In the design of a single stage, the axial velocity is assumed 
constant with respect to the radius. The lift coefficient CL is 
defined in a manner similar to that for isolated airfoils with 
the mean relative velocity Vm replacing the free-stream 
velocity 
L 
CL=r--v 2 
zp me 
(20) 
The substitution of L and Fe from equations (6) and (1) in 
equa tion (20) gives 
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If this equation i expres cd in terms of the velocity ratios 
U, W m , and t!.w, 
o 2( - t!.w) 
L(f= 1 +wm2 [1 + (D/L)wml (2 1) 
where (f i the ·1' I' c cB Ole Ity -= - . 
, 27T'r If the term (D/L )Wm 
neglected, this equation reduces to 
(22) 
For a symmetrical velo ity diagram, Wm i the arne for th 
rotor and stator and equation (22) bccomes 
(23) 
For the arne amount of work to be done pel' pound of ail' 
at the hub a at the tip it is nece sary that 
or, becau e 
(24) 
Ina mu ch a U l i alway larO'cr than Uh and, from equaLion 
(24), it!.w,. i is alway large r than it!.w1 i, equation (23) show 
that, for a ymmc trical velocity cliagr8J)1 aL all radii , Lhe 
maximum value of Oc,(f will oceul' at the hub. 
According to Keller (reference 16, p. 4 ), stallinO' can be 
avoided by kceping the oliclity (chord/spacing ratio) below 
1.1 and the lift coefficient below 1.0. A con el'va tive lift 
coefficient of 0.7 at the hub wa used in th design of the 
rACA axial-flow eompre SOl' . T est on high- peed ai.rfoil 
indicate that good efficiencie should be obtained at tbi 
lift coefficient (rcference 34). Becau e of the lower lift 
coefficient u cd in the de ign , slightly higher olicli ties than 
those recommended by Keller were pel'mitt di olidities at 
the hub ranged from 1.1 to 1.2. 
Reference 34 al 0 illu trate tha t a practical limit to th 
speed at which airfoil give good efficiency i about 0.7a , 
whe re a is t he velocity of ound. From the yclocity diagram 
0 1' 
Equation (25) i a conservative limi tation 011 the maximum 
allowable axial velocity in a wheel. From in pect ion of 
equations (24) and (25 ), it is evident that this limi tation will 
be impos d at the tip ection for the ymmetrical ca e. 
NACA AXlA L- FLOW COMPRESSOR 
A ingle stage of the NACA axial-How compre or wa 
de ignecl by applying the limitation on OL and (J at the hub 
and the YClocity-of- ound limitation at the tip. A value of 
U near the middle of the eompre SOl' wa initially cho en 0 
as to make the blade elem nts throughout the compressor 
operate in the high-efficiency range shown in figure 17. 
Application of the equation of continuity, together with the 
hub and the tip conditions for each tage, permitted the 
completion of the de ign for all stage . 
In order to give the ail' the amount of ro tation p cilied 
by the design conditions, t he row of entrance gu ide vanes i 
qui te different in form from the other stationary rOw. For 
the same rca on the first rotating blades weI' given con-
siderably O' rcater twist than the ucceeding rotating blade 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear 
Sym- to axis) Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol Designation bol direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
LongitudinaL ______ X X Rolling _______ L Y~Z RoIL _______ If> u 'P LateraL ______________ Y Y Pitching ______ M Z~X Pitch. ______ 9 v q N ormaL _____________ Z Z yawing _______ N X __ Y Yaw __ ______ 
'" 
t9 r 
• 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om=qcs 
N 0,.=-
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), 0_ (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
(rolling) (pitching) 
qbS 
(yawing) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D Diameter p Power, absolute coefficient Op= fD5 p Geometric pitch pn 
plD Pitch ratio O. ~V6 V' Inflow velocity Speed-power coefficient= ~n2
V. Slipstream velocity TJ Efficiency 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;;4 n Revolutions per second, rps pn 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) Q Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= ~V cI> pn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Ib/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps 
t mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=().4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
